
Stuffy, Unpleasant Masks in 
the Summer!

Try



SUM CLIP is a clip-type mask aid that releases 

moisture created when wearing a mask through 

the ventilation hole, making masks more pleasant 

to wear. 

Regular Masks With SUM CLIP

SUM CLIP is

a product that releases hot air and moisture inside the mask outside.
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https://youtu.be/jwv1oraVt_c
https://youtu.be/ttHH-BfDmMo


We recommend it to the following people

White Clear Black Pouch

• Material : Nano Coating ABS resin

• Size : 5.5 x 4 x 4(cm)

• Weight : 4g

※ This is an industrial product of ABS resin 

with nanoparticle coating 
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Equipped with an adhesive 
structure

Product Configuration & Specifications

Patent

People who can’t breathe well 

and find masks uncomfortable

People who play outdoor sports, 

such as golf or soccer

People who engage in a lot of 

outdoor activities or work 

outside

People who can’t breathe well 

and find masks uncomfortable

People who frequently go hiking 

or camping

People who engage in a lot of 

cardiovascular exercises, such 

as jogging and running
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Is it easier to breathe with SUM CLIP?

Reviews

Q & A

Q. SUM CLIP is a product designed to allow comfortable breathing while wearing 

a mask, so you will feel refreshed even by releasing air from your mask.
A.

Can I use SUM CLIP indoors?Q. SUM CLIP is for outdoor activities, such as hiking, walking, and watching 

sports. You can use it indoors if you maintain social distancing.
A.

Is the product approved by the KFDA?Q. SUM CLIP is an industrial product, just like dental masks and fashion masks. A.

How do you care for SUM CLIP?Q. After using SUM CLIP, soak it in lukewarm water for 10 min, then remove it, 

and dry it to use.
A.

Kim☆☆(Busan, 68)

I go to the mountains for an hour every day for my health. When I wear SUM CLIP, I’m able to breathe naturally 

as if I’m not wearing a mask.

Jung☆☆(Incheon, 48, Housewife)

I like hiking, so I go hiking every morning. I felt stuffy from the mask whenever I climbed the mountains, but after 

wearing SUM CLIP, hiking has become refreshing and enjoyable.

Shin☆☆(Seoul, 32)

I frequently go for a walk in the park near my company after lunch, and when I use SUM CLIP, I forget the 

inconvenience of wearing a mask.

Gu☆☆(Daegu, 52, Businessman)

I frequently go to the golf field for hospitality purposes at work. I didn’t enjoy outdoor activities while wearing a 

mask because it’s stuffy, but after using SUM CLIP, I’ve been enjoying golf more.

Park☆☆(Cheongju, 34, Delivery person)

I found wearing masks inconvenient due to the nature of my job that requires me to go up and down about 200 

places a day, but the stuffy feeling was relieved after wearing SUM CLIP.


